TYPE "BA" INTERSECTION TREATMENT

TYPE "AUR" INTERSECTION TREATMENT

EXAMPLE 1
ADT ON MAJOR ROAD = 2200vpd
ADT ON MINOR ROAD = 80vpd
BARRIER LINES ARE WARRANTED.

EXAMPLE 2
ADT ON MAJOR ROAD = 1800vpd
ADT ON MINOR ROAD = 50vpd
BARRIER LINES ARE NOT WARRANTED.

WARRANTS FOR BARRIER LINES ON MAJOR ROAD AT TYPE "BA" & "AUR" INTERSECTIONS
FOR VARIOUS POSTED SPEED LIMITS

NOTES:
1. AADT VALUES NEED TO ACCOUNT FOR SEASONAL VARIATIONS.
2. FOR LOCATIONS WHERE MAJOR ROAD VOLUMES ARE LESS THAN 1500 AADT, USE 1500 AADT IN CALCULATIONS.

FOR ROAD TRAIN ROUTES USE MINIMUM 300m.